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ABSTRAK

The design of this application is made with little implementation in JavaScript and uses framework7. The main purpose of this application is to help users to be able to focus and efficient work. It is a system application that allows users to focus when doing some work without being distracted by gadgets. So here I have used all of my knowledge in JavaScript that I got during my internship. Increase my knowledge in JavaScript are the main luck that I learn, a language which I think a lot of difficulties are there with all its complexity, but also to discover the different aspects of something new on the programming language that makes this internship truly enrich knowledge about my mobile programming. The main excellences of Javascript is dynamic to create attractive web pages, interactive, and implement a variety of functions on a web page. Javascript code directly translated by the web browser, meaning it does not require a compiler so the code is in it can be run, to be able to run Javascript, Web browser must support Javascript. All web browsers that exist at the present time generally supports Javascript. In this work report we study about how to implement Javascript language to build mobile application, how to make our time efficient. And also it can be use practically.
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